beas Industry Solutions for Manufacturing Companies based on SAP Business One: The first Choice

**BEENEFIT IN MANY WAYS**

As a SAP Business One Solution Provider from the first hours, beas is focusing consequently a clear industry solution approach. beas addresses with solutions/add-ons manufacturing companies or manufacturing-near organizations from discrete- and process-oriented industries.

beas is offering 14 specific manufacturing industry solutions developed 100 percent based on SAP technologies and tailored for SAP Business One. So companies from SME sector and subsidiaries from large enterprises are able to use manufacturing industry application solutions for the needs of their markets.

Companies benefiting in many ways from specific beas Industry solutions – central points:

- **beas industry solutions standing for fast, simple and cost effective implementation.** Integrated industry-specific functionality is standardized included.
- **beas industry solutions deliver standard best-practice methods including the option to change, add or optimize integrated business scenarios depending on individual business needs flexibly and easily.**
- **beas industry solutions provide great possibilities for business optimization or managing business processes separately, up to control a complete company for continuous improvements in the business value.**
- **beas industry solutions do not only support specific industry processes for business optimization, they also deliver transparent process insights/analysis called "Inside Views". On this base companies are able to prove continuous impacts of optimization projects (e.g. "Lean Manufacturing", optimizations of margins etc.) with defined key performance indicators (KPI).**
- **beas customers benefiting from relevant industry-specific experience, and the know-how of over 25 years in manufacturing industries and an extraordinaire background from over 800 beas SAP Business One installations across different industry sectors to master or fulfill many different challenges of specific branches.**
- **beas customer gains from modern technologies and latest innovations, e.g. SAP ERP ECC® integration, SAP HANA®, SAP Cloud® or SAP Mobile®.**

**ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD**

beas provide (February 2015) 9 Industry Solutions based on SAP Business One to be used in discrete manufacturing and 5 Industry Solution to be used in process industry.

All beas industry solutions were certified by SAP and regarding standards, which SAP defined in order to guarantee high quality application software.
Also all of the 14 beas industry solutions are based on SAP Business One and SAP technologies and are continuously developed for worldwide usage by an international R&D team – partly in coordination with SAP and with the beas partner network around the globe.

Objectives thereby: to offer always more than the standard or average and also more than other SAP Business One ERP software packages for a specific industry or branch. In other words: beas is willing to be always a step ahead, which makes it the smartest first choice.

The groundwork that assures this are, on one hand, the expert know-how in manufacturing and manufacturing solutions over 25 years and, on the other hand, the great experience in dedicated industry sectors and in implementation in packaged or integrated solutions based on SAP Business One.

All beas consultants are profound experts both at knowing well the requirements or needs of a specific industry and best knowing how to implement SAP Business One shortly and cost-effectively in terms of the customer objectives and needs, while improving the customer’s business value – today and tomorrow.

Partnering with Vision33

Vision33 is the leading global provider of enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution, SAP Business One for growing businesses and subsidiaries. With offices worldwide, Vision33 helps challenge your business processes and find efficiencies that will help you attain your business goals and vision for growth and success.

Contact us at contact@vision33.com if you have any questions about implementing an integrated SAP Business One solution for your company.